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Ergonomic, battery-free, and cordless. Both pen buttons
can be assigned different functions — for example, double
click and right click. The pressure sensitive pen tip allows
the user to control the stroke width when drawing or
painting.

Use it for Writing
Your hand-written greetings on photos, invitations or
greeting cards — as if you were using a regular pen.

Use it for Painting
With the painting software
“ArtRage Wacom Edition”
included in the package,
your pen will transform into
a paintbrush, a crayon and
much, much more.

Use it to Edit Photos
You can create your own photo collages and calendars or
add a personal touch to your pictures.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Watch for the Penabled logo to ensure

Windows ® 98 SE, ME,
2000 or XP,
IBM-compatible PC
(Pentium 200 or higher),
64 MB RAM,
24 bit colour display
(800 x 600 or higher),
USB port, CD-ROM drive,
Internet access for the Bonus
Software Programme

you’re getting the natural feel and
superior performance of Wacom’s
patented cordless and battery-free pen
technology.

WACOM Europe GmbH
Europark Fichtenhain A9
D-47807 Krefeld
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 2151 3614-444
Fax:
+49 (0) 2151 3614-111

www.my - volito.com

Plenty of possibilities at your fingertips!

The Pen

Tablet (20 x 20,5 cm)
Pen
Printed manual
CD-ROM including interactive manual
Pen tablet driver
Painting software „ArtRage® Wacom Edition“
Voucher for the Bonus Software Programme

The pen for your PC

The tablet features an integrated pen rest so you can
keep your pen readily available. Much like paper, the
textured active area responds to pressure applied to
the pen. Additionally, the ergonomic, extended hand rest
allows your arm to relax.
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The tablet

Volito2 – the
pen for your PC

integrated pen rest

battery-free and cordless pen

active area - approx. A6

How personal!
Whether it’s individual invitations, fancy birthday cards or
creative holiday photos – you can now add your personal
touch on the PC. With Volito2, the market leader Wacom
provides you with the proven and patented technology
you need. Paint, write, and even edit photos as naturally
as with a regular pen. Discover many new possibilities
on your PC.

rubber painted holding area
for optimal grip

How simple!

2 adjustable pen buttons for

Simply unpack, install the Volito2 pen tablet and get
going with the battery-free and cordless pen. The
interactive tutorial makes life even easier by familiarising
you with your Volito2 step-by-step. In addition, you can
look up everything in the accompanying manual. Let your
imagination run wild and achieve great results without
wasting time. With the painting software “ArtRage
Wacom Edition” included in the package, your pen will
transform into a paintbrush, a crayon and much, much
more.

“double click”, “right click” etc.

ergonomic hand rest

pressure sensitive pen tip supports
variable stroke widths

How ergonomic!
Using the stylish, dark grey metallic Volito2 pen tablet
means working more naturally on a PC. The pen helps
your arms to stay relaxed, providing you with a healthy
working environment.

You

can

also

take

advantage

of

the

Wacom

bonus software programme. With your personal
code located inside the Volito2 packaging, you can

pick and download a software application from our
website for free! Visit us at:
www.my-volito.com

